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Abstract—Detection of primary users (PUs) in the presence of interference and noise and improvement of
spectrum utilization is one of the aims of cognitive radio (CR). In this paper, a fully distributed cooperative
spectrum sensing scheme based on cyclostationary features techniques is proposed. The primary signal
detection is realized by an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) sensing algorithm; each
secondary user (SU) makes decisions about the PU by exchanging their own measurements with the local
neighbors. The distributed scheme is analyzed on a network layer, where the throughput performance is
analyzed in terms of sensing accuracy, frame duration, and system overhead. An analytical expression for
the SU throughput is derived, in addition to investigating the issue of trade offs between time and overhead.
Simulation results showed the relationship between the throughput and the sensing time, the effect of
increasing the number of SUs on the throughput, and the outcome of increasing traffic intensity on the
system performance.
Keywords Cognitive radio, spectrum sensing, throughput.

I. INTRODUCTION

The mobile communication system is
a rapidly growing field to support people’s
activities. This growth leads to high demand for
wireless radio spectrum usage. Traditionally,
the radio spectrum scheme is managed for
specific use. There is a situation in which
some radio spectrums are fully utilized by
the users, whereas, others are underutilized.
Obviously, static frequency allocation schemes
cannot accommodate high demand of the
radio spectrum. CR is an emerging technology
proposing the concept of dynamic spectrum
access as a solution to the looming problem of
spectrum scarcity caused by the rigid spectrum
allocation and the underutilization of spectral
resources [1], [2]. A CR network is composed
of multiple SUs also called nodes which are
deployed in the area of observation. Depending
on the application and on the coverage area,

the network can consist of a reduced number
of sensor nodes, or it can be a large-scale
deployment composed of hundreds of units.
A standard node is usually composed of a
transducer in charge of sensing the physical
parameters, a radio transceiver for wireless
communications, a low complexity processing
unit, and a power supply - normally in the form
of a battery. The sensors gather measurements
from the environment and eventually make
simple processing of the sensed data. The
data can be transferred to a central node in
a centralized network, or it can be locally
processed instead in a decentralized network.
The connection and topology between the
nodes depends on the transmission power
and on their geographical locations and the
optimization methods to be deployed.

In typical centralized deployments, each
node sends its observations to a complex and
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intelligent unit denoted the fusion center (FC).
The FC is in charge of collecting data from the
network and making the final decision about
the presence of the PU. Gathering the entire
collected data at one place may be very difficult
under communication constraints. Centralized
networks require a proper organization of
the nodes and the implementation of medium
access control (MAC), as well as routing
protocols to forward the data to the FC.
Communication errors and packet drops can
affect the performance of such a network.
It is necessary for every node to establish
a connection with the FC which leads to a
higher overall cost of the network, especially
when the number of nodes becomes large.
For these reasons, a centralized CR network
becomes highly inefficient [3].

Most of the cooperative sensing (CS)
schemes stem from the field of distributed
detection [4]. Figure 1 shows an example of
CS, where N SUs sense listening channels for
the PU signal activity and send the sensing
information on reporting channels to the
FC, which makes the final decision. It is
very unlikely that all the channels between
the PU and the SUs will be in a deep fade
simultaneously. Thus, cooperative detection
helps in mitigating the channel effects through
multipath diversity [5].

Fig. 1. CS: SUs sense a common PU on the listening channels
and send the sensing information to a FC over reporting
channels.

In centralized cooperative spectrum sensing,
every SU needs to establish a connection
with the common receiver which requires the

implementation of a network protocol. A relay
route to the FC must be implemented for SUs
located far away from the common receiver.
When a decision is made, there should be
a reliable wireless broadcasting channel to
inform every user [6].

An alternative is a decentralized network,
where each node has the capability of self-
configuration and self-organization. The nodes
change their links to other devices frequently
where they establish a dynamic network
without the need of a fixed infrastructure.
In a decentralized network, a node can
function both as a network router for routing
packets from other nodes as well as a
network host for transmitting and receiving
data. This network is expected to provide
reliable results approaching a globally optimal
solution available at each node. A distributed
cooperative spectrum sensing system is a self-
configuring system where users can establish
a dynamic network without the need of a fixed
infrastructure. Every user is independent and
will change its links to other users frequently
[6]. A node can function both as a network
router for routing packets from other nodes
and as a network host for transmitting and
receiving data as shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Distributed cooperative spectrum sensing.
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Figure 2 demonstrates how SUs receive ini-
tial information about the PU using sensing
channels, after which they use communication
channels to make decision about the presence
of the PU and chooses the information ex-
change rate according to the estimated aver-
age signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Finally, SUs
exchange their own measurement with their
local neighbors to make a decision about the
PU. Distributed systems are particularly useful
when a reliable fixed infrastructure is not avail-
able.

Spectrum sensing is a crucial task whereby
the SU senses the spectrum to detect the pres-
ence or absence of any PU signals to prevent
interference, and identify spectrum opportunity
for secondary access [1] [7]. Sensing the spec-
trum continuously in time is not practical in
CR systems, as it would take up all the receiver
resources leaving no space to transmit-receive
data. Therefore, periodic sensing is considered
for sensing the spectrum. For the periodic
sensing technique, if the PU is transmitting
while the CR user is not sensing, it is not
possible for the SU to detect it. cooperative
spectrum sensing is used to enhance the sensing
performance of each SU. In addition, to im-
proving the detection performance, cooperative
spectrum sensing reduces the spectrum sensing
time [3].

In this paper, we evaluate the throughput
of the SUs and investigate the issue of how
to strike desirable trade-offs between sensing
time and overhead in a wireless fading network.
We study how varying the number of SUs in
uncertain environments such as channel fading,
effect the data rate and the sensing accuracy of
the CR network. Simulation results show that
a significant improvement in the throughput of
the SUs is achieved when the parameters for the
sensing threshold and the throughput are jointly
optimized. Finally, we look into the effect of
traffic intensity on the throughput.

II. THROUGHPUT WITH PERIODIC
SPECTRUM SENSING

The periodic spectrum sensing for a single
cognitive node is depicted in Figure 3. The
SU periodically senses the spectrum with a
period of Ts seconds every period. The CR
node will detect the PU only when the PU
is transmitting while the CR is sensing the
spectrum. Otherwise, the SU switches off its
transmission until it discerns the PU is not
transmitting [8].

Fig. 3. Arrangement of frames in a CR network

Note: this model works only when the PU is
active or absent during the whole SU frame.

The sensing and the communicating chan-
nels shown in Figure 2 are intertwined with
each other where there is a tradeoff between
the spectrum sensing and the SUs throughput.
A long sensing time keeps the PU safe from
interference since there will be less time for the
SU to access the PU band. This causes the SU
throughput to be very low. On the other hand, a
short sensing time makes the PU more subject
to interference and maximizes the throughput
of the SU. This can be interpreted in terms of
probability of detection and probability of false
alarm. As the sensing time increases, the false
alarm probability decreases and the probability
of detection increases which makes the primary
user less exposed to secondary interference. [9]

The sensing-throughput tradeoff has received
a lot of interest from researchers. In [9], Liang
et al. studied and mathematically formulated
the problem of designing the sensing duration
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to maximize the throughput for the SU when
sensing and communicating channels are sub-
jected to AWGN. They proved via simulation
that there is an optimal sensing time which
yields to the highest throughput for the sec-
ondary network. In [10], the authors studied
the sensing-throughput tradeoff problem us-
ing double thresholds over AWGN channels.
Their iterative algorithm showed a significant
improvement in the throughput for the SUs
when the parameters for the number of sen-
sors and the sensing threshold are jointly op-
timized, In [11], the impact of sensing time
and power adaptation on the performance of
the CR system, when there exists a Rayleigh
flat-fading channel, is considered. The authors
assumed AWGN for the sensing channel and
proved that sensing time plays an important
role in maximizing the system throughput. In
[12] and [13], the sensing-throughput tradeoff
was investigated for sensing-based spectrum
sharing over AWGN channels. They designed
the optimal sensing length that maximizes the
throughput of a wideband opportunistic CR
system.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a non-centralized fully distributed
CR scheme. Consider again Figure 3 which
shows the frame structure for a CR network
with periodic spectrum sensing where each
frame consists of one sensing slot and one data
transmission slot. Suppose the sensing duration
is Ts and the frame duration is TF . The SU
will only transmit if there is no PU active
and waits until the next frame to sense again.
The transmission channel has the following
conditions:
• All transmitted packets have identical

lengths each requiring the length of a sin-
gle slot, of length T f −Ts for transmission.

• The transmission by all users is syn-
chronous, where they are allowed to start
transmission only at the beginning of some
slot; and ideally there are no propagation

delays in the channel feedback informa-
tion obtained by the users.

• If at least two packets attempt transmis-
sion within the same slot, a collision oc-
curs and such an event is initially the
only cause for faulty transmissions; that
is, a slot occupied with a single packet
results in successful transmission, while a
collision results in complete loss of the in-
formation carried by the collided packets.
Thus, retransmission of collided packets is
then necessary.

• The outcome per slot, possibly accessi-
ble by the users named feedback level
is either binary, distinguishing between
collision versus non-collision, or ternary,
distinguishing between collision, versus
emptiness versus success. We note that an
non-collision event corresponds to a slot
that is either empty or occupied with a sin-
gle packet transmission, while a successful
event corresponds to a slot occupied with
a single packet whose transmission is then
successful.

• Even though the identity of the collided
packets is completely lost, the number
of packets involved in the collision is
revealed and broadcasted to all users.

The data transmission of the SU is activated
subject to the spectrum sensing results based
on the following hypotheses for each channel
[14].

H1 : y(n) = h(n)s(n) + w(n) (1)
H0 : y(n) = w(n) (2)

where y(n) = [y1(n, . . . ,YM(N))]T is the ob-
served complex time series containing M sam-
ples received at instant n. w(n) represents a
WGN process with variance σ2

w. s(n) is the sig-
nal to be detected and h(n) is the propagation
channel between PU and M SUs. H1 and H0
represent the occupied and the idle spectrum
band hypothesis, respectively. The SU trans-
mits only at H0 when the data transmission slot
is idle, otherwise it keeps silent. SU traffic is
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queued.
For spectrum sensing, we consider a real

time environment sensing scheme as shown in
Figure 4. Where the spectrum sensing is always
imperfect and sensing errors are categorized
intro four scenarios as follows [15]:

1) The channel is idle and the SU decides
that the channel is idle, a correct detec-
tion occurs and the throughput is maxi-
mum.

2) The channel is idle and the SU decides
that the channel is busy, a false alarm
occurs and the SU does not transmit.

3) The channel is busy and the SU decides
that the channel is busy, a correct detec-
tion occurs and the SU will not transmit.

4) The channel is busy and the SU decides
that the channel is idle, a miss detection
occurs and the SU will transmit.

Fig. 4. Data packet transmission for imperfect sensing.

A. Throughput of the SU Under Imperfect
Sensing

We denote C0 and C1 as the throughput of
the secondary network when it operates in the
absence of the PU and when it operates in
the presence of the PU, respectively [16]. We
also denote Pp to be the interference power
of the PU measured at the secondary receiver,
SNRs = Ps/N0, where Ps is the received power
of the SU and N0 is the noise power and
SNRp = Pp/N0. Both the PU and the SU signals
modeled as Gaussian and independent from
each other, thus we can write

C0 = log2(1 + SNRS) (3)

and

C1 = log2

(
1 +

Ps

Pp + N0

)
= log2

(
1 +

SNRs

1 + SNRp

)
(4)

.

For the first scenario (correct detection) and
fourth scenario (missed detection) the through-
put depending on the sensing time duration TS
is given by

B0(Ts) =
TF − TS

TF
C0, (5)

and

B1(Ts) =
TF − TS

TF
C1, (6)

From [9] the total throughput of the SU is

R(Ts) = R0(Ts) + R0(Ts) (7)

where

R0(Ts) =
TF − Ts

TF
C0 · [1 − P f (Ts)].Pr(H0) (8)

and

R1(Ts) =
TF − Ts

TF
C1 · [1 − Pd(Ts)].Pr(H1) (9)

The probability of the channel when it is idle,
Pr(H0), and the probability of the channel when
it is busy Pr(H1), are derived in [17] as

Pr(H0) =
1

√
2πσ0

exp
(
−
(R̂i)

2

2σ2
0

)
(10)

and

Pr(H1) =
1

√
2πσ0

exp
(
−
(R̂i − σ

2
s )

2

2σ2
0

)
(11)

R̂i is repeated for convenience to the reader and
derived in the appendix
By substituting (10) and (11) into equation (7),
the total throughput of the SU becomes
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R(Ts) = B0
[
1 − P f (Ts)

] 1
√

2πσ0
exp

(
−
(R̂i)

2

2σ2
0

)
+ B1

[
1 − Pd(Ts)

] 1
√

2πσ0
exp

(
−
(R̂i − σ

2
s )

2

2σ2
0

)
(12)

where

R̂i =
1
K

K−1∑
k=0

r̂i+k(Nd+Nc), i = 0, . . . , Nd + Nc − 1

(13)
.

IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

We evaluate the performance of the throughput
using the distributed cooperative based spec-
trum sensing in a Rayleigh fading environment.
Nc = 8, Nd = 32 and N = 100(Nc + Nd).
Pr(H0) = 0.7 and Pr(H1) = 0.3. The SNR of
the SU SNRs = 20 dB and The SNR of the
PU SNRs = −15 dB. The frame length TF is
20 ms. Probability of detection is chosen to be
close but less than 1, especially for low SNR
regimes. In IEEE802.22 WRAN Pd is chosen
to be 0.9.

A. Throughput vs Sensing Time For Different
Number of SUs
We conduct a Monte Carlo simulation to study
the behavior of the throughput as a function of
time. The simulation if done for one SU, 5 SUs
then 10 SUs. As shown in Figure 5. we can see
that there is a trade-off between sensing time
and throughput. The throughput in the case of
no cooperative sensing is much smaller than
in the case of cooperative sensing. Even the
minimum throughput with cooperative sensing
is achieved with a much longer sensing
time and no cooperative sensing. Hence,
cooperative sensing with its requirement
for information exchange overhead, is more
efficient in a fading environment. Hence,
there is respectable return on the overhead

investment.
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Fig. 5. Throughput as a function of sensing time for different
number of SUs.

B. Throughput vs Sensing Time For Different
SNR Values
We simulated the throughput as a function of
sensing time for different SNR values as illus-
trated in Figure 6. We can see that throughput
improves with the increase of SNR. We also see
that if SNR is low, it is better to use more SUs.
That is because cooperative spectrum sensing
needs more collaborative users to decrease the
false alarm probability.
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Fig. 6. Throughput as a function of sensing time for different
SNR values.

C. Throughput vs Number of SUs
Figure 7 shows the throughput as a function of
number of SUs for different sensing times. As
expected, there is a trade-off between number
of SUs and throughput, because increasing SUs
reduces the probability of false alarm, but at
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the same time occupies a larger fraction of
the frame (more overhead). Therefore, it is
observed that there is an optimum point in
each curve. It can be seen that the selecting
all SUs might not help in achieving the high-
est throughput. However, it can be achieved
through optimizing the number of cooperating
SUs. Hence we optimize the number of coop-
erating SU to improve throughput and reduce
network overhead.

Fig. 7. Throughput as a function of number of SUs for different
sensing times.

D. Throughput vs Traffic Intensity For Differ-
ent Number of SUs
In this subsection, simulation results of the
throughput for a different number of SUs under
heavy traffic is presented in Figure 8. The
traffic intensity is the probability that the chan-
nel is busy Pr(H1). The probability of packet
collisions is higher in a heavy traffic load
because more frequent packets transmissions
lead to more collisions. In other words, since
the primary user has the priority in using the
channel and its traffic load is fixed, it happens
with a higher probability of becoming active
during the SU users transmission.
We can conclude that in high traffic CR net-
works, the probability of the PU channel been
occupied by the PU and SUs is high. This
will lead to a high probability of sensing busy
and further results in a decrease of throughput.
We can also see that using cooperative sensing
and increasing the number of SU helps by im-
proving the throughput in high traffic intensity
networks.

Fig. 8. Throughput vs traffic intensity for various number of
SUs.

V. CONCLUSION

we analyzed the throughput for cooperative
spectrum sensing on sensing accuracy, frame
duration, and system overhead. We consid-
ered non-centralized distributed SUs, where the
throughput is calculated at each SU separately,
then the information is communicated between
all the other SUs. We analytically derived and
expression for the throughput when the de-
tection is performed using the OFDM cyclo-
stationary detection scheme. Simulation of the
SU throughput showed that the relationship
between the throughput and the sensing time
are inversely proportional. Since a long sensing
time keeps the PU safe from interference and
gives less time for the SU to access the PU
band. We have also concluded that using co-
operative spectrum sensing instead of a single
user spectrum sensing improves the throughput
significantly. Even though one major drawback
of cooperative sensing on throughput is the
increase in the overhead; it is still in a fading
environment. We have also remarked that there
is a tradeoff between the number of SUs and
throughput, because more SUs means we oc-
cupy a larger fraction of the frame. As a result,
to achieve the highest throughput we have to
find the optimum number of cooperative SUs.
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VI. APPENDIX

The primary signal is modeled using OFDM
based system with Nd subcarriers. The sum of
subcarriers representing the OFDM signal are
modulated using quadrature amplitude modu-
lation (QAM) [18]. Then, one OFDM symbol
of Nd duration is obtained by implementing
inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) to the
g Nd complex symbols di, i = 0, . . . , Nd−1. [17].
Furthermore, to eliminate the effect of Inter
Symbol Interference (ISI) almost completely,
a guard time of length Nc is introduced in
each OFDM symbol. The guard time is chosen
larger than the maximum delay spread such
that multiplicity components from ne symbol
cannot interfere with the next symbol. The new
sequence of duration Ns = Nc + Nd samples is
expressed as:

s = [s(−Nc)s(−Nc + 1) · · · s(0)s(1) · · · s(Nd − 1)]T
(14)

where T denotes transpose. Usually an OFDM
frame contains several such blocks. The entire
endless serial stream is transmitted over the
wireless channel to the receiver. Let θ be the
time offset, i.e. the delay after which the SU
receiver receives the first OFDM symbol. If
we consider that the received signal contains
K OFDM symbols, we use an observation
window of length N samples N = K(Nd +
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Nc) + Nd as illustrated in Fig. 9 In an additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, the
secondary user signal can be written as:

y(k) = s(n) + n(k), k = 0, 1, · · · ,K(Nd + Nc) + Nd − 1
(15)

Fig. 9. Model of N-samples of received OFDM signal.

The fundamental problem of spectrum sens-
ing is to reliably detect the presence of ab-
sence of the primary signal, then decide about
spectrum availability [19] [20]. The formulated
binary hypothesis test is as follows [21]:{

H1 : y(k) = s(n) + n(k)
H0 : y(k) = n(k), k = 0, 1, · · · ,K(Nd + Nc) + Nd − 1

(16)

where H1 and H0 correspond to the presence
and absence of an OFDM signal, respectively.
The number of samples during a sensing period
is denoted as L = K(Nd + Nc)+ Nd and n(k) is
the additive white Gaussian [22]. The measure
of correlation between two OFDM symbols is
described as

R̂i =
1
K

K−1∑
k=0

r̂i+k(Nd+Nc), i = 0, . . . , Nd + Nc − 1

(17)
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